
Period 5: 1844–1877 
 5.3  Union victory in the Civil War and Reconstruction settled the slavery issue and secession, but questions remained 

about the power of the federal government and citizenship rights. 

 •  Altered relationships between the states and the federal government and among the executive, legislative, and 

judicial branches. 

 •  Constitutional changes led to conflicts over northern definitions of citizenship for African Americans, women, 

and other minorities. 

1. What goals did Republican policy makers, ex-Confederates, and freed people pursue during Reconstruction? To 

what degree did each succeed? 

2. Lincoln is frequently considered our best president for his handling of the Civil War. How do you rate his early 

attempts at Reconstruction? 

3. How might Reconstruction have been different if Lincoln had not been assassinated? 

4. How would American political development have differed if President Johnson had been removed from office? 

5. How did the U.S. presidents and Congress seek to reintegrate the Confederates into the Union? What different 

approaches did they take, and what were the results? 

6. How did Lincoln and Johnson approach Reconstruction differently? 

7. Evaluate how Presidents Lincoln and Johnson envisioned Reconstruction. 
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8. Under what circumstances did the Fourteenth Amendment win passage, and what problems did its authors seek to 

address? 

9. Abolitionists and women’s suffrage advocates were generally close allies before 1865. What division emerged 

during Reconstruction and why? 

10. Analyze how and why Republicans in Congress took control of Reconstruction. 

11. Why did sharecropping emerge, and how did it affect freedpeople and the southern economy? 

12. What policies did southern Reconstruction legislators pursue, and what needs of the postwar South did they seek to 

serve? 

13. Compare the results of African Americans’ community building with their struggles to obtain better working 

conditions. What links do you see between these efforts? 

14. Were the Radical Republicans astute when they abandoned woman suffrage to ensure that African American 

suffrage would be accomplished? 

15. Why didn’t freedmen and poor whites form an alliance against the planters? 

16. How and why did federal Reconstruction policies evolve between 1865 and 1870? 

17. Did Reconstruction go too far, not far enough, or was change impossible to achieve? 

18. Understand what African Americans expected after the Civil War and the realities that they encountered during 

Reconstruction. 

19. Examine the southern response(s) to Reconstruction. 

20. Evaluate why a political crisis emerged in 1877 and how it shaped Reconstruction. 

21. Analyze the successes and failures of Reconstruction. How did ex-Confederates, freedpeople, Republicans, and 

classical liberals view the end of Reconstruction? 

22. What did Reconstruction falter? To what extent was its failure the result of events in the South, the North, and 

Washington D.C.? 

 

1. Lincoln is frequently considered our best president for his handling of the Civil War. How effective 

were his early attempts at Reconstruction? 

2. Why did ex-slaves struggling for freedom after emancipation resist working for wages? 
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